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MULTI-USER DISPLAY PROXY SERVER 

CROSS-REFERENCE 

[0001] This application is a continuation of US. applica 
tion Ser. No. 11/289,983 ?led Nov. 30, 2005, currently pend 
ing, Which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0002] The present invention relates generally to a multi 
user host computer system, and more particularly to utilizing 
a proxy server to support terminal services for remote clients. 

BACKGROUND 

[0003] Developing e?icient multi-user host computer sys 
tems is a signi?cant objective for contemporary system 
designers and manufacturers. 
[0004] Conventional computer systems may utiliZe a local 
display device to display output directly to one user. The local 
display device is typically positioned close to the computer 
system because of restrictions imposed by various physical 
connections that electrically couple the display device to the 
output of the computer system. Some computer systems may 
support a second display device that has similar proximity 
restrictions due to the physical connections. 
[0005] Remote users require the additional ?exibility of 
choosing an appropriate vieWing location and network con 
nection to the host system. For example, in a corporate envi 
ronment, a business may Wish to keep all of the host comput 
ers in a secure central “Computer Room” that has both 
physical security and environmental management such as air 
conditioning and poWer back-up systems. HoWever, it is nec 
essary for users to utiliZe the host computer systems from 
their of?ces and from desks located outside the “computer 
room.” 
[0006] The typical o?ice environment today includes per 
sonal computers and increasingly more thin clients physically 
located at the users’ locations. These personal computers and 
thin clients operate on a netWork having a centraliZed system 
for storage, ?le serving, ?le sharing, netWork management 
and various administrative services. Initially, systems central 
iZed all of the disk storage associated With the computer 
system While users ran applications on their local desktops. 
More recently, recogniZing the bene?ts of security, reduced 
cost of operation, and the general desire for centraliZing con 
trol, personal computers and thin clients can operate as 
Remote Terminals (RTs) in Server Based Computing (SBC) 
solutions Which run applications on a server. 

[0007] The traditional approach for RTs in an SBC envi 
ronment is for the host system to use some form of a server to 
client communication exchange such as Microsoft’s Remote 
Display Protocol (RDP). RDP uses its oWn video driver on the 
server and uses the RDP protocol to construct the rendering 
information into netWork packets and sends them over the 
netWork to a client. The client receives rendering data and 
interprets the packets into corresponding Microsoft Win32 
Graphics Device Interface (GDI) API calls. Support for redi 
recting the client keyboard and mouse commands to the 
server as Well as managing local audio and local client drives 
is also included. 
[0008] To enhance the communication betWeen the host 
system and the clients, other systems have used the main CPU 
of the host system to improve the performance for RTs. This 
has been done both for thin clients and for traditional PCs as 
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the remote clients. Such approaches have been effective for 
host systems that support only one user at a time. HoWever, 
for multi-user systems, the approach of using the main CPU at 
the host to improve the performance for any one user has 
signi?cant limitations. Computational resources such as main 
memory and CPU cycles that are used for optimiZations for 
one user may reduce the ability to support the Workload for 
additional users. 

[0009] Ef?ciently supporting multiple users from a single 
host computer can reduce costs. In a typical of?ce environ 
ment, seldom is everyone using their computer at the same 
time and similarly, seldom is any one user using all of the 
computing resources of their computer. So for example, a 
company With one hundred of?ces may only need a system 
that supports sixty users at any one time. Even With that said, 
such a system could be designed to support all hundred users 
giving them enough computing throughput to give the appear 
ance that they each had their oWn ho st computer. In a distrib 
uted o?ice environment a centraliZed multi-user system may 
be connected over varied bandWidth links to support RTs at 
locations in different parts of the World during the different 
Working hours for the respective time Zones. 
[0010] Server Based Computing, Where the applications 
for users run on the server With only RT services supported at 
the user’s terminal, is another Way to more effectively allocate 
computing resources for multiple users. SBC alloWs the host 
system to dynamically allocate shared resources such as 
memory and CPU cycles in a multi-user operating environ 
ment. SBC systems can employ techniques of multi-user 
operating systems, Virtual Machines (V M), load balancing 
and other means to grant different users access to different 
levels of performance and resources based on a number of 
criteria. Different priority schemes can be used to allocate 
SBC resources. SBC can achieve higher data security, cen 
traliZe the support for an organiZation, enhanced disaster 
recovery and business continuance, and reduce data storage 
requirements across an organization. Web servers are one 
type of SBC Which may provide a multi-user platform for a 
variety of clients including broWser based clients. 
[0011] Blade based servers implement an effective archi 
tecture for scalable multi-user host systems. The partitioning 
of the blades computational functions, I/O functions, the 
backplane architecture and the sWitching are all important in 
the design of a blade based server. Each blade may constitute 
the functions of a complete computer or a blade server may 
share signi?cant functions across blades. With CPUs ever 
increasing their performance by including multiple processor 
cores, the limitation of a single user to a single blade makes 
decreasing economic sense. Each blade in a blade server 
system may need to be monitored remotely. With the multi 
function nature of the blade system, a rack of blades may need 
to be con?gured to best match different Workloads. 
[0012] FIG. 1 shoWs a representative prior art multi-blade 
system-level architecture 100 including blades labeled one 
through eight (102, 104, 106, 108, 110, 112, 114 and 116) 
along With sWitches 120 and 122 and paths through each of 
the sWitches. The sWitches also may include paths betWeen 
them as Well as to link 124 that may further expand a rack of 
blades to another rack of blades or to some other subsystem. 
The blades of FIG. 1 may vary in number and each blade may 
be a processor blade, an I/O blade, a sWitching blade or some 
combination of the three. The U0 blades may include their 
oWn external interfaces as illustrated by Blade 4 108 path 180 
and by Blade 8 116 and path 190. Examples of external 
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interfaces may include non-netWork interfaces such as Fiber 
channel and iSCSI or network interfaces such as Ethernet and 
10G Ethernet. 
[0013] The example sWitch matrix of SWitch1 120 and 
SWitch2 122 shoWs connections 140 and 142 from each 
sWitch to each blade. The types of physical or logical trans 
port for each sWitch may be the same or different. A path 144 
may connect or bridge together the sWitches 120 and 122. The 
combination of sWitches and connections is referred to as a 
sWitch fabric 150 Which may be distributed on each blade, 
part of the backplane, implemented on sWitching blades or 
may involve a combination of the three. The paths for the 
sWitching fabric may be unidirectional, bidirectional or a 
combination. Each blade may connect to any number of 
sWitches and may include a bridging function for different 
sWitches as part of the blade function. A more advanced 
system may include a full mesh topology fabric and may have 
redundancy. 
[0014] Some examples of connections used for the sWitch 
fabric 150 include one or more channels of Peripheral Com 
ponent Interconnect (PCI) Express, 10G Attachment Unit 
Interface (XAUI), In?niband, RapidIO, StarFabric, 
Advanced SWitching Interconnect (ASI), Gigabit Ethernet, 
Fiber Channel, as Well as other electrical and optical inter 
connects. In some cases, the functional chips of each blade 
may directly include a fabric interface 130. In other cases the 
blades may include fabric interface chips or bridge chips that 
perform the interfacing. The fabric and bridge chips Within 
each blade may connect to one or more of the system sWitches 
and may integrate an additional bridging function betWeen 
the sWitches. 
[0015] HoWever, an increased complexity may be required 
for a blade based multi-user host computer to effectively 
manage, control and deliver rich application performance for 
a variety of server softWare and Web based applications and 
the variety of RT devices that an organiZation may have. A 
solution is needed that alloWs a blade based multi-user host 
server to more e?iciently support numerous remote users 
With outstanding computing and display performance. 

SUMMARY 

[0016] The present invention provides an e?icient architec 
ture for a blade based multi-user computer system, including 
one or more Remote Terminals (RT) capable of interactive 
graphics and video, Which generally manages applications 
and performs server based computing. Each RT has its oWn 
keyboard, mouse and display and possibly other peripheral 
devices. The RTs provide individual users With access to the 
applications available on the server as Well as a rich graphical 
user interface. The multi-user computer system may run a 
multi-user operating system, may run vir‘tualiZed instantia 
tions of a single user operating system, may run a Web server 
engine for multiple users, may run a proxy server or may run 
some combination thereof. 

[0017] In the ?rst preferred embodiment, processor blades 
include a Baseboard Management Controller (BMC) that 
alloWs remote management and control from an RT. In addi 
tion to providing sensor and status information, the BMC 
includes the Keyboard, Video and Mouse (KVM) capabilities 
so that a system administrator can access the processor blade 
remotely as if he Were connected locally to the blade. The 
BMC and KVM functions support “out of band” operations 
Without making additional run time changes to the base 
operation of the CPU and board so that diagnosis of run time 
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issues may be performed most ef?ciently. The display related 
features of the remote KVM are supported by a graphics 
processor and display data encoder Which utiliZe selective 
updates and, Where required, various forms of display data 
compression. The display data encoder function may be inte 
grated into TSA 424 or as a dedicated data encoder 752 for a 
combined GPU-TSA. 

[0018] In a second preferred embodiment, a Terminal Ser 
vices Blade (TSB) utiliZes a combination of softWare, a 
graphics processor, and data encoding to support multiple 
RTs by creating a virtual display environment for each RT. 
The most common methods for communication With the RT 
include sending an encapsulated graphics command or send 
ing encoded sub -frame data. The softWare to manage the RTs 
can run on the main host processor blade, the CPU of the TSB, 
on a Terminal Services Accelerator (TSA), on the RT or on a 
combination thereof. The selective updates for each RT can 
be coordinated in softWare or With the assistance of hardWare 
in a Multi-User Graphics Processor Unit (MU-GPU) or a 
combined TSA-GPU. The graphics processor may folloW the 
proposed VESA Digital Packet Video Link (DPVL) standard 
or an improved method using some combination of headers, 
status bits and signatures for the sub frames. In other enhance 
ments, PCI express or another bus is used instead of DVI for 
the output data, additional data encoding is performed either 
Within the graphics processor or With an encoder attached to 
the graphics processor, and the softWare utiliZes one or more 
graphics processors for multi-user support. 
[0019] The TSB may perform varying levels of proxy serv 
ing including client termination and may go as far as to 
completely emulate multiple RDP clients such that the RDP 
host running on the processor blades considers a process 
running on the TSB to be the only knoWn client. In this 
method, the TSB can create a completely independent inter 
face to the RT that the host processor is unaWare of This type 
of interface betWeen the TSB and an R T may be of the form 
of a split proxy. As a split proxy, the TSB and RT communi 
cate over a private channel on Which they can communicate 
more e?iciently than they could using a more standard pro 
tocol such as RDP or Web broWser protocol. 

[0020] For additional ef?ciency, the processor blades may 
run tracking softWare that can be combined With the TSA to 
intercept functions such as video playback. Instead of having 
the ho st CPU perform the video decode locally and supply the 
bitmaps for transport to the RTs, the TSA can intercept the 
video data stream prior to decode by the CPU and may com 
municate the native video stream or a modi?ed version, such 
as a transcoded or transrated version, to the target RT. The 
communication to the RTs may employ other private chan 
nels in addition to the standard RDP channels While still being 
managed Within the RDP protocol. 
[0021] In each embodiment, after the graphics operations 
and selective update process, the data is encoded and then 
encapsulated into a netWork ready update packet. A netWork 
I/O blade, netWork processor, or a CPU Working in conjunc 
tion With a simpler netWork controller, transmits the graphics 
packet over a Wired and/or Wireless netWork(s) to an RT. In 
some KVM con?gurations, the BMC Will perform the net 
Work processing so that the processor blade CPU is not dis 
rupted by the update packet operation. In another con?gura 
tion, the CPU utiliZes “Virtual Technology” to protectively 
partition, and performs both the operating system functions 
including user tasks as Well as the out of band management 
tasks of the BMC. The BMC may communicate With another 
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network controller or network physical layer (PHY) in the 
system. Each RT system decodes the graphics packet 
intended for its display, manages the frame updates and per 
forms the necessary processing for the display screen. Other 
features, such as masking packets lost in network transmis 
sion, are managed by the remote display system(s). When 
there are no new frame updates, the remote display controller 
refreshes the display screen with the data from the prior 
frame. 

[0022] The various network systems may feed back net 
work information from the various wired and wireless net 
work connections to the TSB. The TSB uses the network 
information to affect the various processing steps of produc 
ing R T updates and, based on the network feedback, can vary 
the frame rate and data encoding for different RTs. Addition 
ally, for systems that include a network having noisy trans 
mission channels, the encoding step may be combined with 
forward error correction protection in order to prepare the 
transmit data for the characteristics of the transmission chan 
nel. The combination of these steps maintains an optimal 
frame rate with low latency for each of the RTs. The TSA and 
TSA-GPU may be implemented as a separate subsystem or 
combined with other o?lload and acceleration processing 
such as the network processor, security processor, XML 
accelerator, iSCSI processor or any combination of these. 

[0023] Therefore, for at least the foregoing reasons, the 
present invention effectively implements a ?exible blade 
based multi-user computer system that utiliZes various het 
erogeneous components to facilitate system interoperability 
and functionality. The present invention thus ef?ciently 
implements an enhanced blade based multi-user server. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0024] FIG. 1 is a block diagram ofa prior art blade based 
multi-user computer system including multiple blades and a 
switching fabric; 
[0025] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a multi-CPU processor 
blade having a multi-CPU complex and a Baseboard Man 
agement Control (BMC) with remote Keyboard, Video and 
Mouse (KVM) support in accordance with a ?rst embodiment 
of the invention; 
[0026] FIG. 3 shows an RT which is connected over a 
network with the blade based multi-user computer system of 
FIG. 1; 
[0027] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a Terminal Services 
Blade (TSB) in accordance with a second embodiment of the 
invention; 
[0028] FIG. 5 represents a memory organiZed into eight 
display areas, one of which includes a display window and 
two of which are used to support one large RT display; 

[0029] FIG. 6A shows a more detailed view of FIG. 5 
display map 536; 
[0030] FIG. 6B shows a FIG. 6A rectangle sub-divided into 
tiles; 
[0031] FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing details of an 
exemplary System-On-Chip (SOC) Terminal Services Accel 
erator with an integrated Graphics Processor Unit (TSA-GPU 
700) of FIG. 4; 
[0032] FIG. 8 is a block diagram ofa Baseboard Manage 
ment Controller with KVM which includes a graphics sub 
system and other out of band processing; 
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[0033] FIG. 9 is a ?owchart of steps in a method for per 
forming terminal services and display proxy server opera 
tions in accordance with one embodiment of the invention; 
and 

[0034] FIG. 10 is a ?owchart of steps in a method for 
performing a network reception and display procedure for a 
remote terminal, in accordance with one embodiment of the 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0035] The present invention relates to an improvement in 
blade based multi-user computer systems with support for 
remote terminals. While the described embodiments relate to 
blade based multi-user computer systems, the same prin 
ciples and features could be equally applied to other types of 
single and multi-user systems and other types of remote ter 
minals. 

[0036] The blade based multi-user computer system 100, 
also referred to as “host 100,” is designed to support multiple 
users at Remote Terminals as described below with reference 
to FIG. 3. Each RT is able to time-share the host 100 as if it 
were their own local computer and have complete support for 
all types of graphics, text and video content with the same 
type of user experience that could be achieved on a local 
computer. Paths 180 and 190 when used a network connec 
tion correspond to FIG. 2 path 290 and FIG. 4 path 490 which 
may connect to FIG. 3 network path 390. In additional to the 
RT connections, host 100 may be connected through link 124 
to a WAN, storage subsystem, other hosts or a variety of other 
data center connections which may take the form of GigE, 
10G Ethernet, iSCSI, Fiber Channel (FC), Fiber Channel IP 
(FCIP) or another electrical or optical connection. The host 
100 may support a variety of multiuser Operating Systems 
(OSs) or software that virtualiZes a single user OS may be 
deployed on one or more of the processor blades. An operat 
ing system such as Citrix or Windows Server is designed as a 
multi-user OS. Windows XP, though not speci?cally 
designed for simultaneous multiple users, can be used in such 
a con?guration with the help of either lower level virtualiZa 
tion software, such as VMWARE or XenSource, or another 
means to perform user switching so quickly as to appear as a 
multi-user OS. Different management controls may allow 
RTs and programs to statically or dynamically be moved from 
processor to processor. Load balancing may be performed by 
the OS for each processor or the system may perform load 
balancing across multiple processors. Host 100 may also run 
a type of web server and support multiple users through web 
based interfaces. The host 100 may function as a proxy server 
for various RTs and communicate with application servers or 
web servers. 

[0037] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of one embodiment ofa 
Processor Blade 200 which could serve as one of the blades 
102-116 of a blade based multi-user server system 100. Each 
blade 200 may be a host computer by itself or multiple blades 
can be racked together to create a more capable host com 
puter. The more processor blades, I/O processing and CPUs 
that a host has, the more users can be simultaneously sup 
ported. The basic components of processor blade 200 prefer 
ably include, but are not limited to, a multi-CPU Complex 
202, a bus bridge-controller 204, a main system bus 206 such 
as PCI express, local I/O 208, main RAM 234, a Fabric 
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Interface (El) 130 to connect to the switches, backplane and 
other blades, and optionally a Baseboard Management Con 
trol (BMC) subsystem 800. 
[0038] Depending on the type of transport and physical 
layer interfaces of the switch fabric 150, the fabric interface 
(El) 130 may include signi?cant processing. For example, the 
fabric interface 130 may include a 10G Ethernet processor 
(not shown) that performs all of the necessary packet level 
?ltering and processing both for locally generated packets 
and for the ASI fabric interface. Such a fabric interface pro 
cessor may require external RAM 230 or may have suf?cient 
internal storage. The network physical layer interface (PHY) 
may be integrated with the FI processor or may utiliZe exter 
nal PHY components. The local I/O 208 and local I/O con 
nections 290 may be controlled by this same FI processor. 
Additionally, instead of interfacing with the system bus 206 
through a bridge controller 204, the fabric interface 130 may 
attach directly to the system bus 206. 
[0039] In one example system, Switch 1120 and the asso 
ciated paths 140 utiliZe the ASI bus protocol which allows 
tunneling of PCI Express packets. Switch2 122 and the asso 
ciated paths 142 may be a XAUI style bus and may be more 
optimiZed for storage and networking and may utiliZe 10G 
Ethernet protocols. The system may primarily utiliZe the ASI 
bus for communication between different processor blades 
and the XAUI bus for communicating with networking and 
storage blades. Each blade may include one interface, both 
interfaces or with both interfaces also include the ability to 
bridge tra?ic transfers between the two buses. 
[0040] The FIG. 2 multi-CPU complex 202 may include 
one or more processor chips each having one or more CPU 

cores (not shown) which may each execute multiple simulta 
neous threads. At each level, each CPU core may include 
either dedicated cache memory and at some levels multiple 
CPU cores may share cache memory. The multi-CPU com 
plex 202 may control and access RAM 234 independently or 
it may utiliZe the bridge controller 204 for performing RAM 
234 accesses. In some other con?gurations, the multi-CPU 
complex 202 may directly interface (not shown) to the main 
system bus 206. 
[0041] The local I/O 208 may include various I/O interfaces 
and controls both for external interfaces 290 and via path 210 
for resources located within the processor blade 200. The 
major I/O functions such as storage and networking may 
either be included on each Processor Blade 200 or other 
dedicated I/O blades may be supported over the switching 
fabric 150. Depending on the choice for the physical and 
logical connections of the switch fabric, the interfaces 140 
and 142 may be directly integrated into a bridge controller 
204 or may require a fabric interface 130 chip. 
[0042] Because each processor blade 200 may effectively 
be a “computer system,” having a way to observe and manage 
the system is highly desirable. Since a host 100 may be 
located in a special computer room, it is often desirable to 
allow the system to be observed and managed from remote 
terminals (RTs) 300. RTs may be specially designed thin 
clients, or for management functions are more typically com 
puters running management software. Alternatively, the RTs 
may include browser based software for performing the man 
agement functions. The processor blade 200 may include a 
web server for providing a user interface for browser based 
management. 
[0043] When a processor blade 200 is being administered 
and not under a workload from remote users, the main CPU of 
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multi-CPU complex 202 is often used for communicating 
with the RT. However for monitoring various environmental 
conditions and for observing and managing the processor 
blade 200 while it is executing a workload from remote users, 
it is desirable to include a Baseboard Management Control 
(BMC) subsystem 800 as detailed in FIG. 8. 
[0044] As an alternative or adjunct to a separate CPU in the 
BMC 800, the main CPU in 202 can use virtualiZation tech 
nology to isolate the management functions from the operat 
ing system and user functions. While in a multi-core CPU 202 
a speci?c core may be dedicated to such a management func 
tion, a properly designed CPU may include hardware, such as 
the Intel Vanderpool VT technology, to allow tasks or threads 
to be isolated from each other independent of what core they 
are running on. As such, a single CPU core may simulta 
neously both run a protected virtual management machine 
mode for supporting out of band management functions and 
run an operating system virtual machine mode to support 
various operating system and user tasks. 
[0045] The different virtual machines of a CPU core may 
each operate in conjunction with different aspects of a BMC 
800. In a preferred embodiment, BMC with KVM 212 
includes a local graphics processor such as MU-GPU 412 of 
TSA-GPU 700 that performs the display processing for the 
standard operating system running in a virtual machine mode. 
For remote KVM operation, a remote administrator may wish 
to observe or perform out of band management of the proces 
sor blade 200. A protected virtual management machine 
mode of the host CPU 202 may be used to assist in performing 
the out of band remote administration. The remote KVM 
administration may include accessing the same local graphics 
processor display but from the out of band network interface. 
Such access to the graphics processor display may utiliZe the 
more advanced features of the TSA-GPU 700 detailed in FIG. 
7 In another embodiment, a separate CPU 808 within BMC 
with KVM 212 is used for managing the out of band remote 
administration instead of using a protected virtual manage 
ment machine mode on the host CPU. 

[0046] FIG. 3 is a block diagram ofa Remote Terminal 300, 
in accordance with one embodiment of the invention, which 
preferably includes, but is not limited to, a display screen 310, 
a local RAM 312, and a Remote Terminal System Controller 
(RTSC) 314. The RTSC 314 includes a keyboard, mouse and 
I/O control subsystem 316 which has corresponding connec 
tions for a mouse 318, keyboard 320 and other miscellaneous 
devices 322 such as speakers for reproducing audio or a 
Universal Serial Bus (USB) connection which can support a 
variety of devices. Other integrated or peripheral connections 
for supporting user authentication via secure means, includ 
ing biometrics or security cards, may also be included. The 
connections can be dedicated single purpose such as a PS/2 
style keyboard or mouse connection, or more general purpose 
such as USB. In other embodiments the I/O could include a 
game controller, a local wireless connection, an IR connec 
tion or no connection at all. Remote terminal system 300 may 
also include other peripheral devices such as a DVD drive. 

[0047] Some embodiments of the invention do not require 
any external inputs at the remote terminal system 300. An 
example of such a system is a retail store or an electronic 
billboard where different displays are available at different 
locations and can show variety of informative and entertain 
ing information. Each display can be operated independently 
and can be updated based on a variety of factors. A similar 
secure system could also include some displays that accept 
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touch screen inputs, such as an information kiosk or Auto 
mated Teller Machine (ATM) at a bank. Other secure systems, 
such as a game machine for a casino, could also be based on 
this type of RT. 
[0048] The FIG. 1 host 100 may include networking inter 
faces (e.g., 180, 190) from each blade or a shared netWork 
controller may be included. In either case, a netWork connec 
tion is established from the host 100 to input 390 of the RT 
300. NetWork controller 336 supports secure protocols on the 
netWork path 390 Which could be Wired or Wireless and the 
data traveling over the netWork can be encrypted via a key 
exchange. A common netWork example is Ethernet, such as 
CAT Wiring running some type of Ethernet, preferably gigabit 
Ethernet, in Which the I/O control path may use an Ethernet 
supported protocol such as standard Transport Control Pro 
tocol and Internet Protocol (TCPIIP) or some form of light 
Weight handshaking in combination With UDP transmissions. 
Industry efforts such as Real-time Streaming Protocol 
(RTSP) and Real-Time Transfer Protocol (RTP) along With a 
Real-Time Control Protocol (RTCP) can be used to enhance 
packet transfers and can be further enhanced by adding 
retransmit protocols. Other neWer efforts around using Qual 
ity of Service (QoS) efforts such as layer 3 DiffServ Code 
Points (DSCP), the WMM protocol as part of Digital Living 
NetWorkAlliance (DLNA), Microsoft QWave, uPnP, QoS and 
802.1P are also enhanced Ways to use the existing netWork 
standards. 

[0049] In addition to the packets for supporting the I/O 
devices, the netWork carries the encapsulated and encoded 
display commands and data required for the display. The CPU 
324 coordinates With the netWork controller 336, 2D draWing 
engine 332, 3D draWing engine 334, data decoder 326, video 
decoder 328 and display controller 330 to support all types of 
visual data representations that may be rendered and dis 
played locally on display screen 310. There is no requirement 
that an RT include any particular combination of the display 
processing blocks. An extra thin RT may include as little as 
just a display controller 330 With a CPU doing the display 
processing though having at least one type of decoder or 
draWing engine is more likely. 
[0050] The various processing elements may decode pack 
ets that represent an entire frame or packets that represent 
various sub frames of display data. In one preferred embodi 
ment, the packets include various slices of encoded display 
data that correspond to ?xed positions of the display. The 
CPU 324 may receive the packets and by reading the header 
information for the packets determine the appropriate loca 
tion of the display that the packed is intended for. The appro 
priate resource, such as the data decoder 326, is used to 
decode the slice of data and the decoded data is transferred to 
the appropriate position Within the display memory. The data 
decoder 326 may be set up to produce the decoded data 
directly into the display memory position or the data may be 
decoded to another area and transferred by the 2D draWing 
engine 332, the CPU 324 or by another means to the intended 
position. 
[0051] The RT 300 can be ?rst initialiZed either by booting 
out of a local FLASH memory (not shoWn) With additional 
information being provided over the netWork 190/390 by the 
host 100. During the initialiZation sequence for the RT, the 
connection betWeen the RTSC 314 and the display screen 310 
may be used in a reverse direction or bidirectional mode 
utiliZing standards such as Display Data Channel (DDC) 
Interface, Extended Display Identi?cation Data (EDID) and 
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other extensions to identify the display monitor capabilities. 
A USB connection via keyboard, mouse and I/O controller 
316 may also be used in the connection to the display screen 
310. The information such as the available resolutions and 
controls are then processed by the CPU 324. System 300 may 
implement a protocol such as uPnP or another discovery 
mechanism Where it is able to communicate With the host 100. 
During that initialization communication, CPU 324 may pro 
vide the RT information, including the display monitor infor 
mation, to the Host 100 so that each R T can be instantiated at 
the host side. 

[0052] The initial display screen may come from either the 
FLASH memory or from the host 100. FolloWing a ?rst full 
frame of display data, the host computer 200 need only send 
partial frame information over the netWork 390 as part of the 
display update netWork stream. If none of the pixels of a 
display are changed from the prior frame, the display control 
ler 33 0 can refresh the display screen 31 0 With the prior frame 
contents from the local RAM storage 312. The output of the 
RTSC 314 may be encrypted using a protocol such as HDCP. 
If display screen 310 is connected by a cable, such as With 
DVI, HDCP may be a requirement for playing back content 
that has DRM. RTSC 314 may additionally be designed to 
provide a highly secure processing environment Where the 
various encryption keys are never exposed outside the chip. In 
an even more secure implementation, none of the decrypted 
content data Would ever be in the clear outside of the chip. To 
achieve such a secure system, RTSC 314 may utiliZe local 
cryptography methods independent of the key exchanges per 
formed With the host 100 and the display screen 310. 

[0053] Display updates are sent via the netWork stream, and 
may consist of encapsulated 2D draWing commands, 3D 
draWing commands, encoded display data or encoded video 
data. The netWork controller 326 receives the netWork display 
stream and the CPU 324 determines from the encapsulation 
header Which of the functional units 332, 334, 326 and 328 are 
required for that packet. The functional units perform the 
necessary processing steps to draW or decode the image data 
and update the appropriate area of RAM 312 With the neW 
image. During the next refresh cycle, the display controller 
330 Will use this updated frame for display screen 310. 

[0054] The display controller 330 transfers a representation 
of the current image frame from the RAM 312 to the display 
310. Typically, the image Will be stored in RAM 312 in a 
format ready for display, but if RAM cost is an issue, the 
image or portions of the image can be stored in the encoded 
format. External RAM 312 may be replaced by large buffers 
Within the remote terminal system controller 314. Display 
controller 330 may also be able to combine tWo or more 
display surfaces stored in RAM 312 to composite an output 
image for display by screen 310. Different blending opera 
tions may be performed along With the compositing. 
[0055] CPU 324 communicates With TSB 400 (FIG. 4, 
discussedbeloW) to best set up and manage the overall display 
operations for the R T. Initial-setup may include enumerating 
the types of functions supported in the RTSC 314, speci?ca 
tions of display screen 310, amount of RAM 312 available for 
buffering and caching data, command set supported by the 2D 
draWing engine 332, command set supported by the 3D draW 
ing engine 334, formats supported by the data decoder 326, 
formats supported by video decoder 328 and the capabilities 
of display controller 330. Other management optimiZations at 
run time include managing and caching display bitmaps in 
RAM 312 so they do not need to be resent. 
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[0056] The con?guration for the RT 300 may include a 
basic data decoding architecture or software running on a 
more conventional CPU-based platform and may be based on 
an Internet broWser architecture. As part of an Internet 
broWser architecture, the functional units may be used by a 
special broWser that directly calls the functional units, by a 
broWser that includes “plug ins” or drivers to make use of the 
functional units, or a more standard broWser may use a local 
agent that acts as an intermediary to determine Which requests 
can be ful?lled locally and Which require communication 
With the Web application on the host system. “Asynchronous 
Java Script language and XML” (AJAX) and other derivatives 
such as “Asynchronous Flash and eXtensible Markup Lan 
guage” (AFLAX) are such agent based techniques and may 
make use of a combination of XHTML, Document Object 
Model manipulated through JavaScript and “XMLHttpRe 
quest” to exchange data asynchronously With the Web server 
to improve the user interface at the client. AJAX may be used 
to perform selective requests Where the data decoding at the 
client side uses the functional blocks of RT 300. 

[0057] The agent-based selective requests from an Internet 
broWser based RT 300 may be supported by the host proces 
sor blade 200 and the terminal services blade 400 to further 
optimiZe the overall system. Additional communication pro 
tocol handling may be performed by an AJAX agent. Other 
exampleAJAX operations may include management of secu 
rity keys and DNS lookups. AnAJAX based agent on the RT 
may utiliZe host processor blade 200 or TSB 400 as a proxy to 
an application server or Web server. The AJAX based agent 
may include special communication mechanisms and operate 
as a split proxy With the host processor blade 200 or, TSB 400 
providing the other portion of the proxy. 
[0058] FIG. 4 illustrates a second preferred embodiment of 
a Terminal Services Blade (TSB) 400 for a blade based multi 
user computer system 100, though TSB 400 may be alter 
nately embodied as a separate computer or appliance that is 
attached via netWorking to a host processor. As an appliance, 
TSB 400 may include other non-netWork connections such as 
DVI or other cables to the display output of the server, and 
may include a local DVI output to preserve support for a local 
display device. Such a DVI output from the TSB 400 may 
either be a pass-through mode from the server or may go 
through a decode step When the data on the DVI cable is not 
suitable for a simple pass-through operation. TSB 400 may 
operate independently from a host processor to perform as a 
proxy server for multiple RTs. 

[0059] TSB 400 includes a CPU Subsystem 402, memory 
434, bridge controller 404, local I/O 428 With RAM 432 and 
the components that make up the Terminal Services Accel 
erator and Multi-User Graphics Processor Unit subsystem 
(TSA-GPU) 700. Bridge controller 404 may interface 
directly With the sWitch fabric or may include a fabric inter 
face 130 for connection to sWitch fabric 140 and 142. The 
main functional units Within the TSA-GPU 700 are the multi 
user GPU (MU-GPU) 412 and the Terminal Services Accel 
erator (TSA) 424 Which have associated RAMs 418 and 430 
and may include a connection 222 via display interface 220. 
In some con?gurations, the TSA-GPU Will have shared RAM 
and may be further integrated as described beloW in reference 
to FIG. 7. 

[0060] A single TSB may perform the graphics operations 
for multiple processor blade 200s each having one or more 
CPUs each having one or more processor cores, With any 
number of virtual machines running on the mix of CPUs and 
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processor cores. In some multi-user or multiprocessor oper 
ating systems, requests to TSB 400 may be managed or per 
formed in a coordinated fashion. For example, in the case of 
Microsoft Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) or Citrix ICA 
based systems, the display commands are already virtualiZed 
and the processor blades 200 Would not be attempting to 
directly access a graphics subsystem. Other multi-user or 
multi-processor operating systems may include a coordinated 
means to serialize accesses to a graphics subsystem and the 
TSB 400 combined With the operating system may alloW the 
coordinated accesses to be properly mapped such that a single 
TSA 700 can support multiple displays for one or more multi 
user operating systems. 

[0061] HoWever, in a virtual machine mode, the different 
virtual machines may not be aWare of each other and each 
virtual machine may assume it has complete access to a 
dedicated graphics subsystem. In such a case, the TSB 400 
needs to create a virtual abstraction layer to satisfy asynchro 
nous commands and requests from multiple virtual machines 
in an orderly fashion and to properly support the resulting 
displays for the RTs. The TSB 400 may Write graphics drivers 
for the different operating systems that may be run on differ 
ent virtual machines of the processor blades 200. The TSB 
400 Would then coordinate the driver calls from the different 
operating systems into coordinated multi-display TSA 700 
operations. Alternatively, each operating system Would uti 
liZe a standard graphics driver and the TSB 400 Would effec 
tively need to intercept the driver calls. The intercepted driver 
calls Would then be managed to operate the TSA 700 in a 
coherent multi-display mode and to appropriately manage the 
displays for each virtual machine. 
[0062] In some systems, one of the functions of TSB 400 is 
to o?load the Processor Blades 200 from some of the man 
agement for each of the RTs and to accelerate some of the 
of?oaded processing so that each RT has improved display 
experience. The types of o?load and acceleration support 
include encapsulating graphics operations into remote graph 
ics commands, assisting in determining What capabilities and 
bitmaps are cached at each RT to determine Which graphics 
commands are best suited, encoding and encapsulating bit 
maps that need to be transferred to RTs, and best managing 
multimedia bitstreams. Alternatively, broWser and agent 
based RTs may initiate more speci?c requests for host 100 to 
provide updates of graphics data Which may be encoded by 
TSB 400 before transmission. In one preferred embodiment, 
the host system 100 is a Web server Where processorblade 200 
performs the data base and “back end” operations of the Web 
server function and TSB 400 operates as a media coprocessor 
managing the display elements for the Web server function. 

[0063] Additional functions such as inspection and encap 
sulation of eXtensible Markup Language (XML) traf?c, 
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), HTTP traf?c, Java 
Virtual Machine (JV M) and other tra?ic associated With 
Internet based communication may also be supported. The 
processor blades 200 together With the TSB 400, While per 
forming any desired anti-spam, anti-virus, content ?ltering, 
access restriction enforcement or other packet ?ltering based 
algorithms, can alloW RTs to effectively perform remote 
access to the, complete Internet. Such additional functions 
may be particularly useful for supporting RT Internet broWs 
ing using the host as a proxy for the Web content accesses. 
Though there may be some redundancy in a system, this 
method may provide more speci?c user controls than more 
general netWork security appliances that are utiliZed betWeen 
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the host system and the WAN. The TSB 400 may provide 
other o?load functions such as DNS lookup. Providing DNS 
lookup may alloW a reduction on the number of TCPIIP 
connections that need to be set up and managed. The TSB 400 
may also provide o?lload for security such as SSL. In addition, 
TSB 400 may provide certi?cate-based crypto algorithm sup 
port for secure clients. 

[0064] A special proxy server on the TSB 400 may use 
other enhancements for Internet based traf?c Which may 
include reformatting or recoding Internet based content 
depending on the RT display device and the execution capa 
bilities Within the RT. For example, if the RT device is a 
cellular phone or Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) With a 
limited screen resolution, the TSB 400 can ?lter doWn high 
resolution content into loWer resolution images for faster and 
more appropriate display. The TSB 400 may run other more 
intelligent content ?ltering and Web page interpretation algo 
rithms to perform functions like removing banner advertise 
ments and other extraneous information so that the core infor 
mation may be sent to the cell phone. TSB 400 may run a full 
Web broWser and the RT runs a less capable Web broWser or a 
micro-broWser. The proxy functions of TSB 400 may “trans 
late advanced Web formats into Web format that can be com 
prehended by the broWser of the RT. 
[0065] Other types of Web content, such as those utiliZing 
Active-X controls, Macromedia Flash or other run time pro 
grams may not be compatible With devices such as a phone or 
PDA. The TSB 400 can act as an intermediary proxy server 
and transfer display data post-Active-X controls to an aWait 
ing PDA. Application layer Regular Expression (RegEx) con 
tent processing may also be performed. Reformatting and 
re-ceding may also be performed to increase security for 
clients. Whereas XML and SOAP may be subject to hijacking 
and other forms of passing of viruses, TSB 400 could precede 
XML and SOAP into a safe display format so that an RT client 
Would not be subject to such risks. 

[0066] In another embodiment, host 100 or more speci? 
cally TSB 400 is used as a more general multi-format netWork 
?le proxy server for RTs to vieW ?les that they Would other 
Wise not be able to read. For example, an RT may include a 
vieWer for various display formats but may not include the 
ability to open and vieW an Adobe PDF ?le or a Microsoft 
Word document. The vieWer on the R T may be a broWser that 
supports various HTML and other Web oriented formats. The 
host 100 may be able to open and vieW both anAdobe PDF ?le 
and Microsoft Word document. The ho st 1 00 may then use the 
functions of TSB 400 to translate the graphical output from 
the PDF ?le or Word document into a compatible display 
format for vieWing on the RT. The RT may have netWork links 
to many types of data ?les and by utiliZing a multi-format 
proxy vieWer has the ability to vieW many types of ?les that 
Would otherWise not be able to be decoded for vieWing on the 
RT itself This type of multi-format proxy vieWing can be 
combined With a netWork ?le sharing function or With a mail 
server. For example, if the multi-format proxy vieWer trans 
lates ?le attachments into a format that is vieWable by a cell 
phone R T then it may be able to receive e-mails With a variety 
of attachments. The vieWable attachments could be included 
With the mail message or a link to the vieWable version of the 
attachments may be included in the mail message. 
[0067] Multimedia bitstreams may include a video stream 
that is already in a compressed format and is being received at 
FIG. 2 processor blade 200 or FIG. 4 TSB 400. In some 
con?gurations, the multimedia bitstream Will already be in a 
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format that is compatible With the intended RT 300. In such a 
case, a softWare tracking layer running on processor blade 
200 Will direct the bitstream to TSB 400 Which Will encapsu 
late the bitstream into the appropriate packet format for trans 
mission to the RT. Encapsulation may include adding header 
information, such as the origin for the video display WindoW, 
or modifying packet organiZation, such as converting a trans 
port stream into a program stream With different packet siZes. 
[0068] In some other cases the multimedia bitstream Will 
not be in a format readily handled by the target R T or not in 
a format appropriate for the netWork connection. In such 
cases, the TSB 400 operates as a transcoding proxy server and 
performs the more complex steps of decoding and re-encod 
ing, transcoding or transrating the multimedia bitstream. For 
example, the incoming multimedia bitstream may be an 
encoded HDTV MPEG-2 stream. If the WindoW siZe at the RT 
is set for a small 320x240 WindoW, it may make sense to 
conserve netWork bandWidth and have the TSB 400 transcode 
and transrate the video into a loWer bitrate representing the 
desired display WindoW siZe. Similarly, if the incoming video 
Was in a format that the RT Was not capable of decoding, the 
TSB 400 may transcode the video into a compatible format. 
Even if the format is compatible, other incompatibilities such 
as the Digital Rights Management (DRM) or the encryption 
scheme may exist. The TSB 400 can also translate from one 
DRM or encryption scheme to a scheme suitable for the target 
RT. 

[0069] For example, the content oWner may use a DRM 
scheme based on a proprietary key exchange such as one used 
by Apple’s iTunes. The TSB 400 may inspect the output of an 
iTunes video player running on either a processor blade 200 
or on a local CPU 402 and capture the decrypted content. The 
decoded output may be still encrypted in HDCP if the output 
is from a DVI video bus. In the case of HDCP, TSB 400 needs 
to have the proper keys to decode the HDCP protected content 
and may act as a display device in order to perform the 
decryption. To preserve the content oWner’s control rights, the 
TSB 400 Would then re-encrypt the content into a protocol 
that is understood by the remote client playback device. This 
may be based on a commercially available protocol such as 
Digital Transmission Content Protection (DTCP) or 
Microsoft’s current format or may use a proprietary protocol. 
Once re-encrypted, the neWly protected data stream can be 
transmitted over a netWork to a receiving device that has the 
proper decryption and display capabilities. 
[0070] Some current versions of Microsoft’s Remote Desk 
top Protocol (RDP) provide less e?icient processing for com 
pressed video bit streams. With RDP, the drivers Within the 
host system detect and decode the bitstream into a Device 
Independent Bitmap (DIB). The DIB is then translated into 
RDP transfer commands and the DIB format data is unreli 
ably transferred over the netWork to the RT. In most cases, 
only a couple of frames of DIB data make it through to the RT 
for display. Thus, there is ine?iciency in the host CPU per 
forming decoding as Well as in sending the decoded data over 
the netWork in a less e?icient format. Other RDP based graph 
ics operations make use of DIBs as Well. 

[0071] Conventional graphics bitmaps, such as those from 
a Website, also need to be transferred from host 100 to an RT 
300. The TSB 400 can perform various levels of encoding for 
conventional graphics bitmaps such as DIBs. The encoding 
for graphics bitmaps may be lossless or lossy With a goal of 
providing visually indistinguishable representations of the 
original graphics quality. A simpli?ed softWare interface for 
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the TSB 400 may include just interfacing with the host CPU 
through the RDP API, while a more aggressive implementa 
tion would allow TSB 400 access to the underlying DirectX 
driver framework. The encoded DIB transfers and the special 
compressed video domain transfers are not part of a standard 
RDP implementation. Therefore these transfers may be pig 
gybacked into an existing RDP transfer format, operate as 
some type of private RDP extension or operate outside of the 
RDP framework. 

[0072] Some versions of the host operating system and 
RDP need to satisfy additional security requirements for the 
RDP protocol. The RDP client may be required to exchange 
a key with the host to make use of the encrypted packets. 
Since TSB 400 is intercepting the RDP client packets, the 
TSB 400 may include appropriate acceleration and of?oading 
for key exchange and decryption for communicating with the 
ho st processor. In addition, in order to maintain the security of 
the system, the TSB 400 and network interface will assure 
that all communication with the RTs is appropriately 
encrypted. 
[0073] In another embodiment, the TSB 400 may operate as 
a web server o?ioad engine either as part of the web server or 
as an aggregation point for multiple web servers, and support 
browser and agent based RTs. Web server acceleration may be 
performed for JAVA, data encoding, data transcoding and 
other functions. In a further preferred embodiment, the RTs 
may run a more intelligent agent based browser which 
includes support for multiple protocols such as AJAX. 
Browsers using AJAX or a similar approach are able to main 
tain and manage information within the browser during user 
operations and only have to contact the web server when new 
information is needed. Instead of the server passing a com 
plete frame, AJAX allows a more speci?c request of informa 
tion to be performed and the web server provides just that new 
information which is then used with the previously stored 
information to locally generate a new frame. This persistence 
can be used for improving the user interface by prefetching 
information, by requiring smaller more e?icient requests and 
by managing security. The requests generated by AJAX may 
be managed by the TSB 400 where security can be maintained 
and the data e?iciently encoded by TSB 400 and the data 
decoded at the client side using AJAX and the functional 
blocks of RT 300. 

[0074] A well designed AJAX web application will make 
use of the client’s or proxy’s ability to cache objects and 
lessen the need for sending complete frames where the TSB 
400 may still be used for encoding the ?rst request of any 
frame data. For web applications that are not designed for 
selective updates, the TSB 400 may be used as a proxy 
between such a web application and an AJAX based browser. 
Host 100 may not be the web server and may be a server 
located at an Internet Service Provider (ISP) or at a Point of 
Presence (POP). As a proxy, the host 100 or TSB 400 can 
coordinate with the RT 300 to perform selective updates 
based on the client driven requests. Even if the web applica 
tion requires a complete frame update, the TSB 400 proxy can 
process and compare the new frame and old frame and pro 
vide the client with the encoded update information. This can 
allow a reduction in bandwidth and an improved user inter 
face for the RT 300 even for web applications that are not 
speci?cally designed for selective updates. 
[0075] TSB 400 can be implemented by a programmable 
solution that also solves the general o?ioad tasks for several 
unrelated operations. Servers may bene?t from of?oading the 
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network, storage, security and other tasks. An o?ioad proces 
sor can be designed to statically or dynamically balance the 
various o?ioad tasks and accelerate the overall system 
throughput for any given workload. For example, the server 
may be performing server based computing for thin clients 
during the day and running a large database operation at night. 
During the day the o?ioad engine will run the operations 
described for the TSA. At night the o?ioad engine will run 
iSCSI acceleration for accessing the large database from the 
disk storage system. The ?exibility may be managed by an 
on-board or system wide management procedure that tracks 
the various workloads. The granularity for switching between 
o?ioad tasks can be extremely small. The of?oad engine may 
be designed to perform very fast context switching so that 
within a single session it could perform the network, terminal 
services, storage, security and other of?oad tasks for the same 
session. 

[0076] In order to support dynamic processing for the dif 
ferent of?oad tasks, TSB 400 uses processing blocks that are 
programmable and con?gurable and can be task switched and 
recon?gured quickly as the workload changes. Various 
memory blocks will be included in each of the processing 
blocks and a larger memory 434 may also be included. The 
CPU 402 is a generally programmable processor including its 
own cache memory and can perform the housekeeping and 
management for the of?oad as well as perform some of the 
higher level protocol and interface processing. Bridge Con 
troller 404 may integrate network processors and manage the 
switch fabric interface 130 functions of TSB 400 and can 
manage multiple pipes of simultaneous communication. Spe 
cial internal memory such as Content Address Memory 
(CAMs) as well as traditional memory may also be included 
within bridge controller 404. 
[0077] Processing units of bridge controller 404 and TSA 
GPU 700 may be implemented as Con?gurable Data Proces 
sors (CDPs) that are designed to be readily recon?gured to 
perform different processing at throughputs normally associ 
ated with dedicated hardware blocks. By utiliZing CDPs 
instead of dedicated hardware, the different of?oad tasks can 
be performed by the same hardware. Prior art methods for 
designing CDPs such as recon?gurable data paths, dynamic 
instruction sets, Very Long Instruction Word (V LIW), Single 
Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD), Multiple Instruction Mul 
tiple Data (MIMD), Digital Signal Processing (DSP) and 
other forms of recon?gurable computing can be combined to 
perform very high performance computations. A CDP may 
also function as a security processor with or without addi 
tional dedicated hardware blocks for cryptography and key 
related functions. 

[0078] For terminal services acceleration and proxy server 
operations, the CDPs may be con?gured to perform data 
encoding for tiles and rectangles, various forms of transcod 
ing or transrating on video or data, generation and compari 
son for tile signatures and the other tasks described below 
with respect to the TSA-GPU 700. For storage acceleration, 
the CDPs may be con?gured for different aspects of iSCSI, 
Fiber Channel (FC), Fiber Channel Internet Protocol (FCIP) 
and Internet Protocol related tasks. Connections 490 may be 
con?gured to connect to PC or another storage protocol. For 
Internet content acceleration, a CDP may be con?gured to 
process XML tra?ic, SOAP, HTTP tra?ic, NM and other 
traf?c associated with Internet based communication. Other 
web server acceleration may include of?oading DNS lookups 
and handling the TCP/IP connections as well as performing 
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data encoding and transcoding for both traditional Web clients 
as Well as for AJAX-style agent based browsers. 

[0079] The TSA-GPU 700 performs the graphics related 
of?oad and acceleration functions of the TSB 400. Multi 
User Graphics Processor Unit (MU-GPU) 412 that includes 
support for selective display updates via Packets and may 
folloW some or all of the proposed VESA Digital Packet 
Video Link (DPVL) standard though a preferred embodiment 
includes enhanced capabilities. The TSA 424 supports packet 
display updates from MU-GPU 412 either via system bus 406 
or preferably supports input paths 414 and 416 Which may be 
Serial Digital Video Output SDV01 and SDV02 or general 
iZed ports having different bus Widths, signaling protocols 
and frequencies. Examples include Digital Video Output 
(DVO), Digital Visual Interface (DVI), High De?nition Mul 
timedia Interface (HDMI), Display Port or other LoW Voltage 
Differential Signaling (LVDS), Transition MinimiZed Differ 
ential Signaling (TMDS), PCI Express or another scheme. 
The display output paths may run at su?icient speed to output 
multiple frames of video at high refresh rates Where frames 
may be selective update rectangles corresponding to more 
than one target RT. TSA 424 may be connected to local I/O or 
a netWork controller over a dedicated link 426, via the main 
system bus 4406 or more closely integrated via a System on 
Chip (SOC) implementation. A second system bus, 408 may 
also be included for additional bandWidth and to more 
directly support the bridge controller 404 and its interfacing 
to multiple sWitch fabrics. 

[0080] In addition to performing traditional graphics pro 
cessing, the MU-GPU 412 produces the display based selec 
tive updates Which indicate Which portions of the display have 
changed. The selective updates can take up the form of rect 
angles or tiles that are output either over video output path 414 
or 41 6 or over the main system bus 406. The rectangle updates 
include a packet header to indicate the origin, siZe and format 
of the WindoW. The origin can be used to indicate Which RT is 
the destination. Tiles can also be used and may be standard 
iZed to one or more ?xed siZes such that the header may need 
less information to describe the tile. Other information, such 
as if and hoW the rectangle or tile should be scaled at the RT, 
may also be included in the header. Other forms of selective 
updates include support for BitBlt, Area Fill and Pattern Fill 
Where instead of sending a large block of data, a minimal 
amount of data is sent along With the commandparameters for 
the operation to be performed at the RT. Other headers sup 
port updates in the forms of Video Stream, Genlock, scaled 
video stream, Gamma Table and Frame Buffer Control. Other 
enhanced and complex commands can also be put into the 
form of a selective update to an RT. The proposed DPVL 
speci?cation details one possible implementation for the 
selective updates along With their headers. 
[0081] One MU-GPU 412 may be effectively virtualiZed by 
the system for all of the RTs 300 by organiZing RAM 418 into 
various display surfaces each containing display data for mul 
tiple RTs. The MU-GPU 412’s 2D, 3D and video graphics 
processors (not shoWn) are preferably utiliZed to achieve high 
graphics and video performance. The graphics processing 
units may include 2D graphics, 3D graphics, video encoding, 
video decoding, scaling, video processing and other 
advanced pixel processing. The MU-GPU 412’s display con 
trollers may also perform functions such as blending and 
keying of video and graphics data, as Well as overall screen 
refresh operations. In addition to the RAM 418 used for the 
primary and secondary display surfaces, there is su?icient 
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off-screen memory to support various 3D and video opera 
tions. As an alternative to the DPVL method of managing 
selective updates, there may a Selective update buffer 
memory (S-Buffer) 404 Within RAM 418. In one embodi 
ment S-Buffer 404 stores status bits, a signature or both status 
bits and a signature Which correspond to each tile for each 
virtual display. In another embodiment, S-Buffer 404 stores 
the tiles themselves, With or Without header, status bit and 
signature information, Where the tiles are arranged to be 
output for selective updates. 
[0082] The graphics engines and the display controller Will 
typically composite a complete display image that corre 
sponds to the primary surface for each RT display. The RAM 
418 Will effectively contain an array of the display frames for 
all of the RTs. For example, for the display memory may be 
con?gured as a virtual display of l 6K><l 6K pixels. In such an 
example application, 256 RT displays of lK><lK can be 
mapped into the 16K><l 6K array. Similarly, if each RT Were a 
cellular phone With a 256x128 display, 8192 virtual displays 
could be mapped into the l6K><l6K display area. Additional 
off screen and scratch memory Would also likely be included. 
Because this application involves multiple independent RTs, 
the MU-GPU 412 may add different security features to 
secure the different display areas and prevent one user from 
gaining access to another user’s frame buffer. The system 
Would preferably include hardWare locks that prevent unau 
thoriZed access to protected portions of the display memory 
for both security and reliability concerns. 
[0083] FIG. 5 shoWs an example con?guration of FIG. 4 
memory 418 Where the virtual display space is set to 3200 
pixels horizontally and 4800 pixels vertically. Memory 418 is 
divided into eight 1600x1200 display areas labeled 520, 522, 
524, 526, 528, 530, 532 and 534. A typical high quality 
display mode Would be con?gured for a bit depth of 24 bits 
per pixel, though often the con?guration may utiliZe 32 bits 
per pixel as organiZed in RAM 418 for easier alignment and 
potential use of the extra eight bits for other purposes When 
the display is accessed by the graphics and video processors. 
The illustration of the tiled memory is conceptual in nature as 
a vieW from the MU-GPU 412. The actual RAM addressing 
Will also relate to the memory page siZes and other consider 
ations. 

[0084] FIG. 5 in display area 528 further illustrates a dis 
play update rectangle 550. The dashed lines 540 of the l600>< 
1200 display correspond to even coarser block boundaries of 
256x256 pixels referred to as precincts. As is apparent from 
display WindoW 550 the alignment of the display WindoW 
boundaries does not necessarily line up With the precinct 
boundaries. This is a typical situation as a user Will arbitrarily 
siZe and position a WindoW on a display screen. In order to 
support remote screen updates that do not require the entire 
frame to be updated, each of the precincts that are affected by 
the display WindoW 550 needs to be updated. Furthermore, 
the data type Within the display WindoW 550 and the sur 
rounding display pixels may be of completely different types 
and not correlated. As such, the precinct based encoding 
algorithm, if it is lossy, needs to assure that there are no visual 
artifacts associated With either the edges of the precincts or 
With the borders of the display WindoW 550. The actual 
encoding process may occur on blocks that are smaller, such 
as 8x8 or 16x16, than the precincts. Therefore, a preferred 
embodiment uses a deterministic encoding algorithm, Where 
the same result is produced for a set of pixels regardless of the 


















